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“We cannot overlook the way in which the

Industrial Revolution and its technological

consequences have transformed the

experience of death in people ’s lives .” 



"Hart Island""Exquisite Corpse"



"Gustav Klimt, Death and Life"



-Edward S . Casey

“Edges reveal a chancy world whose very

fullness is shot through with gaps , whose

certainties are themselves uncertain , whose

near side is already at a distance , and

whose place cannot be taken for granted .”



" Guglielmo, Ancient Divided World Map"



-Edward S . Casey

“. . .we are confronted by a pictorial vacuum

that challenges our imagination” 



"Albrecht Dürer, Melencolia I"



-Merleau-Ponty

“the world is not some obdurate “other” that

we manage to grasp ; it is something that

envelopes us “invaginates” us .”



“In our ordinary experience of time , as it is lived ,

the past and the future reversibly cross over

into each other in the (chiasmic) medium of the

present . Our pasts open up onto a future that in

turn crosses over into a past , which again opens

up onto a future and so on . Until we die . Death

interrupts this circulation of time . “ creating a

folding of flesh .

 -Suzanne Cataldi



"Michelangelo, Hands of God and Adam"



“A counteraction between sensing their

presence and realizing their absence , a

conflict between accepting and denying the

reality of loss . . .I image grief as an injury ; as a

type of open wound , torn tissue”

 -Suzanne Cataldi



Invoking the contour of a ritual

that is no longer present

Invoking the contour of a ritual

that is no longer present



"Catharsis of Grief"



How can architecture materialize the catharsis of grief?



-Frascari , Marco

“Architecture is the monstrous frame of the “depiction” of life .” 

"Giorgio Martini, human porportions in church facade"



“There they transcended the text , first by

making the relationship between the part and

the whole an Enigma , and second by placing

events within our vision that are capable of

putting our thought out of place , of

determining a buried but real possibility of

meaning . Architecture makes possible a total

world orientation in a universe of constructed

signs .”



"Spoglia framgents"



"Wunderkammer, Cabinet of Curiosities"



Hart Island



Ruins/Tropes of Hart Island



Ruins/Tropes of Hart Island



“the other side of the other”

"Exquisite Corpse"


















